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Chapter 892: One Hand 

   

However, Xie Ba knew in his heart that no matter what Xie Shihao planned to do with this 

phone, a mere phone wouldn’t cause him any harm. Moreover, he felt that Xie Shihao was only strong 

on the outside but weak on the inside. If he was really that powerful, he would have long sent him flying 

with a punch. Why would he wait until now? 

 

 

The more he looked at Xie Shihao, who was playing games, the more he disliked him. He 

decided to let Xie Shihao have a good taste of being beaten up. Just as Xie Ba was letting his imagination 

run wild, the referee had already rung the gong and announced the start of the competition. 

 

 

Xie Ruoyun frowned and said, “What’s wrong with the referee? Why is he allowed to bring his 

phone to the competition? It’s simply ridiculous!” 

 

 

Although she had no objections to Xie Shihao, she was also disgusted by his attitude. Xie 

Shihao’s actions were disrespectful to his opponent and even more so to the competition. In her 

opinion, Xie Shihao was a profligate son. It was fine if he was arrogant and despotic in the Capital, but 

this was the Sacred Island. There was no difference in status here. Only strength mattered. Even Ninth 

Master was respected by everyone on this island because of his unparalleled strength. 

 

 

Before the sound dissipated, everyone saw Xie Ba move. Compared to Xie Long, Xie Ba’s 

strength was stronger and more experienced, especially in terms of footwork. Xie Ba was obviously 

stronger, and in terms of overall combat strength, Xie Ba was also comparable to Little Wu. However, 

Little Wu was good at both legs, and Xie Ba was good at both fists. It was said that he had the highest 

record. He had once shattered nine bricks with a punch. It could be seen how hard Xie Ba’s fists were 

and how powerful he was. Therefore, very few people challenged Xie Ba during the Sacred Island 



assessment. Someone had once fought him, but he was accidentally punched in the waist by Xie Ba and 

broke his lumbar spine. Although he received timely treatment, that person still sat in a wheelchair for 

the rest of his life. 

 

 

Only before Little Wu left did she dare to challenge Xie Ba during the annual assessment. Xie Ba 

lost every year, so he couldn’t beat Little Wu’s legs with his fists. Therefore, he was ranked second in 

every assessment. Later on, Little Wu was sent out by Xie Jiuhan to carry out various missions and didn’t 

return to the Sacred Island to participate in the assessment for three consecutive years. In order to win 

against Little Wu, Xie Ba had never slacked off for the past three years. He had been training hard on the 

Sacred Island for the sake of defeating Little Wu to really become the champion of the Sacred Island 

assessment. Therefore, in Xie Ba’s heart, his opponent had always been only one person, the terrifying 

Little Wu. As for ‘Xie Shihao’, he had never taken him seriously. 

 

 

Although he looked down on him, ‘Xie Shihao’s’ performance in the team competition today 

was too outstanding. Moreover, he was so arrogant that he was almost on par with the sun. He still 

remembered very clearly how he had relied on his own strength to turn the tide and win the first place. 

At that time, he had tried his best but couldn’t catch up to ‘Xie Shihao’. The depressed feeling had 

almost made him vomit blood. In this individual combat competition, he had to teach ‘Xie Shihao a 

lesson and let him know what he was. 

 

 

At the thought of this, Xie Ba increased the strength of his fists in the air. His powerful fists tore 

through the air and went straight for ‘Xie Shihao’s’ face. 

 

 

Seeing this scene, the man sitting at the head of the family not only curled his lips, but his black 

eyes were also suffused with an arrogant smile. 

 

 



The next second, a scene that petrified everyone on the spot appeared. Xie Shihao, who was 

playing games, freed one hand and steadily caught Xie Ba’s fist. Xie Ba’s eyes widened, the corners of his 

eyes seemed to be about to burst. The strong force smashed into Xie Shihao’s palm, and it was as if ice 

and snow had met the bright sun, instantly disappearing without a trace. What was most unbelievable 

was that when Xie Shihao received the strong punch with one hand, his other hand was still operating 

his phone. 

 

 

Everyone present could testify that Xie Shihao had been playing games with his head lowered 

the entire time. He didn’t even look at Xie Ba, who was attacking him. However, ‘Xie Shihao’ seemed to 

have an eye in his temple and had completely grasped Xie Ba’s movements. This scene was too 

shocking, and no one could believe it. 

 

 

Just as everyone’s jaws were shattered, ‘Xie Shihao’ finally made a move. His body was less than 

half a meter away from Xie Ba, and a cold aura attacked. Xie Ba felt the surrounding temperature falling 

rapidly, as if countless ice was attacking. Instantly, Xie Ba felt like he had fallen into an ice cave. 

 


